lessons in

shyness
j a s o n

p a u l

g o o d w i n

Not making your move when you

digging into, you’ll get a chance to see

truly believe you should have, can

that the grass isn’t always greener on

sit on your conscious for years. All

the other side; even if it was—grass is

those ‘what ifs?’ and ‘maybes’. But

just grass is just grass after all.

what good does that do really? None.
Some smart-ass once said, “If you love

Absolutely none.

somebody, set them free.” Yet, if you
If you take a look at your life and

really love yourself—and you should—

weigh up all that hindsight you keep

set yourself free, not them.
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part one:

Lessons in shyness:

the gazelle

a tale in 3 parts

part two:

making a monkey out of shy people

waiting for an owl
part three:

The Lion, The Pony,
and the Old Switcheroo

Once upon a time, there lived a beautiful
gazelle. She had beautiful big eyes, elegant long legs and was
more sleek and stunning than any of the other gazelles in her pack.
She tied up her hair in the cutest of ways and often wore a beguiling
and intriguing stare—a stare that suggested the questioning of
unexplained mysteries in their thousands.

Lessons in shyness:

part one - the gazelle

The gazelle worked at the watering hole where many of the other
animals of the jungle would come to drink. She carried out her role
with the deft and class befitting of the creature she had grown to
be. It was her task to make sure the animals of the jungle were all
fed and watered to a healthy and happy level, and to send those
animals home that had far too much water and had become
inappropriately rowdy. Some of them really were animals. And it
wasn’t fitting behaviour for the watering hole she commanded.

One of the animals to visit was a tired old
monkey with a good heart and a battered

He

pondered

the

way

monkeys would pick bugs

face. He meant well, and the other animals who

from each other; both

knew him would all advise that he was a lovely

cleaning and feeding

endearing creature to pass a little time with,

in some kind of

despite being a bit of a mansplainer

symbiotic

and getting over excited at some of the

he’d only ever dreamed

finer points of the things that fascinated
him. He was intrigued with how the other

balance

he may be a part of one
day. He mused over

animals interacted so easily with one another

the way the male

and how they struck up partnerships to fulfil

peacocks strutted

their social needs, often to a rich and fulfilling

narcissistically,

deepness associated with the witchcraft the

desperately

humans called ‘love’. He had tried many times

s e e k i n g

to do the same, but always, alas, to no avail.

attention from

other

their simpler and more plain cloaked female counterparts. He

only to frown to herself, pitching almost a snarl, as if he were acting

watched as the lions lazed effortlessly, worshipped continuously

creepily toward her, and being only a few steps short of offensive.

and adored by the rest of the animals of the jungle—except for
the zebras, deers, antelopes and gazelles of course—they looked

“I’m misunderstood,” he thought. “She hates me.”

nervously on, wondering if those lean and efficient alphas in their
midst would devour and dispose of them, whenever their whim or

The old and wise monkey understood that although deflecting a

wont would take that fancy.

wayward glance or a friendly smile was often a sign of shyness, he
also knew it could be a sign of how uncomfortable another animal

The wise old monkey looked at the gazelle and wondered, “Why

might be in that situation, either due to misunderstood reasoning

can’t such a wonderful and delicate creature see the many great

or incorrect assumptions of intentions.

things I have to offer, and choose me to be the one with whom she
would explore the furthest and far outreaches of the jungle?”

In a bid to rectify the possible unease he thought he had detected
in the gazelle, and of the malaise that the simple awareness of his

She looked at him over the dirty pool they drank from, like a sea of

presence may have caused her, he would avert his gaze when she

dirty pint glasses and coffee cups, catching him diverting his gaze,

caught it to prevent more of the same. He would stray away from

where he stood on her approach, to give her space to relax without
worry. And he would pretend not to notice her when his body
language conjured the exact opposite. However, being slightly
inept with social etiquette, his behaviour only looked clumsy and
even more uncomfortable than that of his obsession. They fed into
each other’s misinterpretation of affects. And with that, it seemed
to make matters worse.

The shy old monkey was embarrassed by his behaviour. The gazelle
appeared ucomfortably concerned by his motives.

With the best intentions in the world, he was instilling the opposite
of the impression he hoped to make. Where he wanted his interests
to deliver a warm and genuine kinship to the gazelle, it was only
serving to make him look like a stalker or a crazy obsessive. He had

no idea how to rectify the misunderstanding, so he hid deeper in

already learned that the hard way. And gazelles? As much as it

the shadows, spoke quieter than ever whenever he was anywhere

would have been exquisite to ride her, he knew that it would never

close to being in her presence until eventually, he could no longer

be a successful binding of kingdoms.

drink with the rest of the animals. He could no longer attend the
watering hole where her efforts were consistently required.

And that’s when he realised; a monkey is a monkey is a monkey.
Almost certainly, gazelles don’t gulp down bananas (even on a

He could no longer pursue his simple desire to admire her.

His intentions were never anything more than that. All he wanted
was to appreciate the qualities she brought to his eye and to his
heart—by the gracious way she carried herself and behaved around
the other animals.

It could never have been anything other than how it resolved itself.
They were too different after all. Age wasn’t just a number—he’d

monkey’s birthday) and are truly rubbish at climbing trees...

The wise old monkey wasn’t as wise as he
thought he was, but he certainly was as
old. He spent his time in the jungle, swinging from tree to tree
with no real destination in mind, and without a real reason to be.
As long as he could procure the odd banana to refuel his pursuits
when his energy levels were low, he thought that when life was

Lessons in shyness:

part two - waiting for
an owl

ready to start proper, it would make itself known and show him the
way. After all, he was just a monkey—and a monkey was a monkey
was a monkey.

He’d had many false starts. Troops where he thought he belonged,
and mates he thought were the one, but ultimately, square one
was where he sat after many years of dancing, with two steps
forward and one step back, and sadly another more harrowing
and disappointing further step back, with a mild sense of

despair, accompanied by an ever growing practice in, and an

The wise old monkey liked the owl. She had a very easy to listen

understanding of, self-contentment and patience.

to Scottish accent. She was friendly and fun without being too
loud or showing off. She was almost sarcastic without being mean.

“Waiting,” he thought. “Waiting. That’s what I do. While everybody

And she was pretty. She was just the right type of owl to share a

else is living, I’m waiting.”

branch in one of the highest of trees in the jungle. He could have
listened to her all day, but there were so many other animals

He ventured into the part of the jungle filled with owls. His vision,

nearby hoping for a chance to glean the owl’s wisdom that they

as an old and ageing monkey, wasn’t what it had been in his prime,

were forming a queue.

so he wondered if he could pick up any tips from the owls, whose
vision amongst the animals of the jungle was renowned for being

“I’d like to talk to that owl a little more,” he thought, “perhaps

spectacular. After learning that monkey’s eyes and owl’s eyes were

take her somewhere she could rip the head off a shrew to devour,

never going to operate in quite the same manner—for starters, he’d

while I ate mangos and bananas?” He didn’t know if she already

never be able to rotate his head a full 360°—one of the wise owls took

had an owl friend to perform the standard social rituals with

him to one side to discuss ways he might see things better and be

or even a mate. The monkey would never tread on the toes of

happier with the things he were to look at, on a daily basis.

another animal by pursuing their mate. That’s a great big red

flag right there. Even though animals don’t actually know what
flags are, and many are colourblind.

“Maybe, if life is kind, the universe will guide us to a junction where our
paths will cross again,” he pondered and decided to wait and see.

“If the owl wants to play in the trees,” he mused, “perhaps she’ll
come and find me? I’ll leave it to destiny.”

What a dick. Destiny was a fool’s errand. If only he had a little more
about him, a little less of the shyness that made him retroactive and
a little less fearful of rejection—although rejection wasn’t as big a
deal to him as it once was. He’d learned that rejection wouldn’t kill
him; neither would the other monkeys and animals of the jungle
laughing and mocking his weaknesses and mistakes. He’d ask the

owl to be his friend if the opportunity presented itself. And in the

All he had to do was leap into action. Take the first step. But the

meantime, he’d enjoy the slow dopamine release of wondering if

poor not-so-wise old monkey didn’t really know where to start.

it ever might happen. But as for the whens and as for the hows?
It might never happen if left to fate, as fate is a manmade illusion,

He didn’t realise that a monkey isn’t just a monkey is a monkey is a

and in the jungle, nobody, and I mean nobody, should ever trust

monkey. A monkey can change with the right help and the correct

man. Man is a douche and a dick. Man is a murdering and greedy

psychological tools.

animal. Man doesn’t have a clue what they’re doing. Just look at
their leaders and politicians for fuck’s sake.

If only he knew life would start when he made it so. If only he’d
accept responsibility for the outcome of his future, march into that
opticians and make his intentions clear. Erm, I mean approach that
parliament of owls and offer her some vermin for sustenance as a
ritual of friendship.

A monkey could be a lion. If he really wanted to be.

Every year in the jungle, on the darkest
night of the shortest month, all of
the animals would come together to
celebrate. They’d preen, they’d clean, they’d make
themselves look their very finest, and they’d all lick the magic

Lessons in shyness:

flower that lessened their inhibitions. During that time, many of

part three - The Lion,
The Pony, and the Old
Switcheroo

them had such an elevated sense of esteem and confidence that
they would create new mating partnerships on the spur of the
moment, from who and what was available instead of carefully
choosing one because of their qualities and abilities.

The wise old monkey, who always skirted the edges of these
gatherings, was watching a happy little pony cantering around,
shaking her long flowing mane, tapping her delicate little hooves
and wearing a happy and homely and lovely smile that none of the

animals could resist. The monkey thought the pony was a treasure

“You don’t want her,” the monkey replied, “you’ll only eat her when

to behold. She had an innocence about her. When he watched

you get bored of her. Leave her alone. Go find the puma. She’s more

her behaviour and listened to her talk, she came across as the

your league. I heard she’s trailing some antelopes?”

delightful pony next door type, the sort of pony any animal would
think was perfect to snaffle up for life.

The lion ignored the monkey, and as brave and majestic as he was,
had no problem winning the heart of the pony who couldn’t believe

A lion entered the clearing. A big, strong and monstrously

her luck.

menacing lion. The wise old monkey retreated to a branch high up
enough in his tree to be safe from claws harm. And watched. The

The whole jungle waited. Surely, it was only a matter of time until

lion circled the animals as they danced in the moonlight and came

the lion got bored, and ripped her limb from limb. To turn her from

to a stop under the monkey’s branch.

lover to dinner.

“Who’s the pony?” he growled, gutturally. It was a sound that you

They waited. And waited. And waited.

felt vibrate in your stomach more than you heard it.
Eventually, word came back from the open prairies where the lion

lived, that that biggest and most powerful of cats, was angry. The

the furthest part of the jungle in the hope she would never find

pony was driving him crazy. It turned out that she wasn’t the plain-

him again.

sailing sweet little foal the animals all believed her to be. Surely
now, the lion would eat her? She hadn’t turned into the prize he’d

The monkey, who had been keeping a watchful eye on the whole

hoped for, and was now surely the biggest batch of walking horse

situation, and had initially been incredibly jealous that he himself

steak he could dream for—only the lion couldn’t take her as his kill.

would have loved a chance, once upon a time, to ride the pony as

The stallion that took watch over every horse in the jungle had held

she’d dance beneath him—knowing that if he’d made a move a

a parley with the lion and had warned him that if anything ever

little sooner, it might have been him to befriend her before she was

happened to the pony, he would gather every horse he knew and

so awestruck by the lion’s proposal. The monkey, instead of blaming

stampede the lion until he had been trampled to death. The lion

his shyness for missing out on his prize again, considered what a

thought he could fight three or four horses and maybe outrun a

lucky escape he’d had, and that sometimes taking your time to

lot more—but all the horses in the jungle? Not a chance. So the

weigh up all the pros and cons was much better in the long-run.

pony lived. And her incessant whining and demanding behaviour
drove him nearer and nearer to crazy. He had several warnings for

“All that glitters isn’t gold,” he chuckled. “That pony was

swiping her skull with his huge claws until finally, he ran away to

fucking nuts.”

end
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